
WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF AL’S TRUCK SERVICE? 

Al’s has been around since the 1990’s mainly focusing on the Macklin area. It was most recently 

purchased by Ryan Flegg and Taylor Gartner. Ryan has been a member of the Macklin community for 

over 20 years and Taylor was born and raised here. At Al’s Truck Service, they offer complete rod side 

downhole services. From flush and seal changes, to rod repairs and diagnosis, they are a 1-stop shop 

for all your rod side downhole services.  

LOCAL MATTERS aims to bring you stories about the people and businesses in MANTL 

communities across Western Canada. If you have a business you’d like to showcase or 

know of one, please email localmatters@mantl.ca 

“I think the main reason Al’s has been able to stay successful and prominent in the area, is due 

to the fact that we remained focused on one area. We are a locally owned business so the best 

value we offer is the personal feel you get when working with us. You are not just a number or a 

paycheque, you’re a neighbour, a cousin, a friend. This makes for long lasting and trusting 

business relationships.” 

“Donations are the easy 

part of helping. 

Volunteering your time is 

what builds communities” 

- Ryan Flegg 

Al’s is a very common name to see on sponsorship boards and arenas around Macklin and 

surrounding areas. They sponsor everything from hockey to local school and town events. 

Currently, Ryan sits on the Macklin Lake Regional Board on behalf of the Macklin Golf 

association. “Local businesses are able to help the community on a personal level, much better 

than a larger company. Donations are the easy part of helping. Volunteering your time is what 

builds communities.” 

WHAT DOES BEING LOCAL MEAN TO YOU? 

WHY DO YOU THINK YOU’VE BEEN SUCCESSFUL? 
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